
Crossword 3 - Clues

ACROSS

1. The Beatles famous road
2. A personality disorder that a�ects

emotional regulation
15. “Bad Habits” singer Ed
17. Rocky object in space
18. Foo Fighters’ song from the album

“Wasting Light” (2 wds.)
23. “General Hospital” supporting actor (2

wds.)
24. A type of breadcrumb
25. Listen and inlets, e.g.
27. Canadian ice sport league that ended in

1918 (abbr.)
28. Commercials on streaming services
30. Diesel, but not fuel
31. Popular Mac and Cheese brand
35. Atomic symbol for gold
36. University in Texas whose mascot is a

bear
39. Lightbulb moment result
40. Cashew, almond, e.g.
41. Type of precipitation
45. “Suit and Tie” singer (inits.)
46. To drink slowly
48. Pre�x with “ologist”; one you might

visit to treat warts
50. Leftover food
52. Professor’s aide (abbr.)
54. Rating for a show with explicit content

(hyph.)
56. One who indulges in marijuana,

slangily

58. Smaller than a van
59. Genre of music produced without the

help of a record label
61. City with a large celeb population

(abbr.)
63. “Bad” in spanish
64. “Downton Abbey” Earl of Grantham,

to his modern day friends, perhaps
68. Popular Beatles song
72. “Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?”

actress (inits.)
73. Any substance that has mass
75. “Moonlight Sonata” composer (inits.)
77. Body of land surrounded by water
80. To hire
84. Side e�ect of some medications
86. Strategy
87. “Hardwood Floor” band, The _____
88. Popular sporting brand, Under

______

DOWN

1. Se7en: the answer to “What’s in the
box?!” (2 wds.)

2. Popular “Hamilton” character Aaron
3. Ingredient in a Chipotle order, perhaps
4. A brand of sandal, for short
5. Mistake
6. Basketball player Ming
7. Dorm �oor leader (abbr.)
8. The book where you’d �nd the details

regarding 2 across (abbr.)
9. What a pilot might announce (abbr.)
10. Dino in “Toy Story”
11. Size of some shirts (abbr.)



12. O�cer Harold Lowe, “Titanic” actor
Gru�udd

13. Westernmost island of Hawaii
14. American actor and stand-up

comedian known for his role as Joe in
“Cujo” (2 wds.)

15. California MLB team (abbr.)
16. Group responsible for global

monitoring (abbr.)
19. One of the seven deadly sins
20. What you might receive in the box

outside your home
21. One who believes that nothing is

known or can be known about the
existence of God

22. Oxlike mammal
26. Scanning procedure to check

anatomical �gures (abbr.)
29. Akron’s King of basketball (nickname)
32. A disability you’d �nd in 8 down

(abbr.)
33. Added prices
34. Sour in taste
37. One’s clothing
38. Nile, Amazon, e.g.
40. Grandma, for short
42. Men’s deodorant brand
43. Abbr. in �nances representing the total

activity since the start of a project
44. FDR organization (abbr.)
47. Not the morning (abbr.)
49. Kim, to North
51. Tiny pest at a picnic, perhaps
53. What you might play on an instrument

(2 wds.)

55. “Maybe ‘okay’ will be our ‘______.’” _
John Green, The Fault in Our Stars

57. “Fifty Shades of Grey” author James
60. Holden’s older brother in “The

Catcher in the Rye”
62. Letters on a certain computer key
65. “Love” in Spanish
66. Volcano in Italy
67. 12 months
68. What a radio host might call a popular

song
69. Pet meant to aid one with anxiety,

perhaps (abbr.)
70. Sony, Nike, and IBM are this kind of

company (abbr.)
71. “Hit Me With Your Best Shot” singer

Benatar
74. Bacardi
75. Monetary unit of Romania
76. Where you might order 74 down
78. Atomic number 28 (abbr.)
79. Batman creator
81. Letters following a physician’s name
82. Sandwich ending in “Boy”
83. Popular 20th century Shakespeare

actor (inits.)
85. Romantic partner (abbr.)


